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We talk to Supercar Blondie in an 
interview that just missed the last 

issue, so it is worth catching up with 
her in the Mag and on Insight TV

Get The 
Look... 

Which motors will survive the Zombiepocalypse?
+ rules of   Zombieland  Double Tap

Land  Rover
  Zombie

Defender



£50 off* 

*£50 credit will applied to 12 month full warranty products at checkout when you use code FCM50.
MotorEasy, 3 The Minster, 58 Portman Road, Reading, RG30 1EA. MotorEasy and the MotorEasy logo are registered trademarks of Motor Easy 
Limited, a company registered in the UK at Staverton Court, Staverton, Cheltenham, Gloucestershire, GL51 0UX. Company number 08423198.

Excellent: 4.7/5

• Free health check

• Free collection & delivery on repairs 

• Repairs paid directly at 10,000 garages

• Repairs covered up to the vehicle value

• Cars under 8 years old and 60,000 miles

 o       o  

I created MotorEasy for car owners who want an easy life
Duncan McClure Fisher, Founder and CEO

W A R R A N T Y  I  S E R V I C E  I  M O T  I  R E P A I R S  I  G A P  |  L E A S I N G  I  T Y R E S

With a MotorEasy car warranty, 
there’s no need to worry.

Car Warranty
for FreeCarMag readers

Get protected today

Save £50 – use code 
FCM50

Enter reg at 
motoreasy.comGB
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W
elcome to the Zombie issue. We liked Zombieland when it 

came out and the latest Double Tap one looks like fun, not 

least because it seems to feature monster trucks. 

   That got us thinking, just what vehicles could you go and buy 

today which would survive a Zomboid emergency? As a result we 

decided to use that as an excuse to cover the New Defender. We 

have not driven it and because we've got a really old one, maybe 

never will. It looks interesting if expensive though. Go and spec one 

up for yourself as that costs nothing.

   Being Free Car Mag we have highlighted an old school Arkonik 

Defender which is as hard as they come and then looked at a luxury 

miniscule 4 x 4 in the shape of a designer Fiat Panda which seems 

like fun.

   Finally got that Supercar Blondie interview which came out too late 

for the issue, but our favourite pictures are the Jensens in a car park 

on page 22. So it isn't all Zombies. 

See you next time.

The cast of Zombieland Double Tap help test 
the Free Car Mag office sprinkler system...  
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News, Events 
& Celebs

FERNANDO ALONSO + TOYOTA GAZOO RACING
Fernando Alonso completed a successful two-day training in the Toyota Hilux on September 2-3 in Szczecin, Poland covering 700 kilometres, 

including sections used by the recently concluded Baja Poland. The training course featured a variety of sand tracks, hard and soft soil, and 

bumpy terrain developed by rally raid specialists and the team’s logistics partner, Overdrive Racing. Fernando will head to South Africa for a 

non-competitive outing in the Lichtenburg 400, fifth round of the South African Cross Country Series, on September 13-14. Originally 
scheduled to take place near Harrismith, the event moved to its new location due to unseasonably dry conditions which posed a fire risk.

 Spotted
in 

Poland

Fernando Alonso 
Completes 

Successful more 
Rally-Raid Training 
With Toyota Gazoo 

Racing

Alonso commented: “It was definitely a positive couple of days here in Poland where I could experiment with a different sort of terrain. At this 
stage of my training, I welcome every kilometre in the Hilux and I’m happy we were able to push ourselves beyond the team’s original plans. 

It’s really great to be part of the Toyota Gazoo Racing family and be given opportunities to try my hand at different types of motorsport. The 

Hilux has been really fun to drive and I’m enjoying every test.”
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Fernando Alonso completed a successful two-day training in the Toyota Hilux on September 2-3 in Szczecin, Poland covering 700 kilometres, 

bumpy terrain developed by rally raid specialists and the team’s logistics partner, Overdrive Racing. Fernando will head to South Africa for a 

MG & LIVERPOOL FOOTBALL CLUB
MG Motor has signed a partnership with Liverpool FC, becoming the historic football club’s official global car partner. The contract signing 
ceremony took place at Anfield Stadium, the famous home of Liverpool FC, and will accelerate MG’s brand awareness in the UK and around the 
world. With their sixth European Cup secured in June this year, Liverpool FC has built a strong reputation as one of the most successful football 
clubs in the world. This partnership gives MG and Liverpool FC fans the opportunity to get up close and personal behind the scenes, with VIP 
experiences to watch the team training, signed merchandise and the chance to enjoy matches at Anfield.

JEEP AND JUVENTUS
As undisputed champions of the Italian football league, the Juventus jersey is adorned with two special green, white and red badges, which cannot 
be worn by any other team. This mark of excellence is mirrored by Jeep’s Trail Rated® insignia. Only vehicles that have proven their off-road 
capability on the toughest trails on the planet can display the Trail Rated® badge.

Sporting Heroes 
accepted challenge 
to drift, slalom and 

donut Caterham 
Seven 
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News, Events 
& Celebs 

MASERATI LEVANTE
Alongside actors Luke Evans and Naomie Harris, singer Eve, actor Damson Idris, and model Nieves Álvarez,    were amongst the other guests who arrived at the 

British Museum in the latest Maserati range including the Ghibli and Levante SUV.

MASERATI SUPPORTS FASHION FOR RELIEF 
Fashion For Relief was founded by international supermodel Naomi Campbell in 2005, hosting its first charity fashion show to raise 
funds for victims of Hurricane Katrina in New Orleans. Since its inception, Fashion For Relief has presented fashion initiatives and 
projects in New York, London, Cannes, Moscow, Mumbai and Dar es Salaam, raising millions for good causes around the world.  
Fashion For Relief returned to London for the fourth time since its inception with a spectacular fashion event including a cocktail 

reception, gala dinner, fashion show, an art auction, musical performances and exclusive after-party. 

SPOTTED 
OUT AND 
ABOUT

Naomie
Harris

Luke    
Evans



Get 
the 
look
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Nieves Álvarez 

1 Maserati Levante £57,930
2  Dress - Bangood  £20.22
3 Top - Shein £6.99
4  Shoes - New Look £25.99
5  Bag - Online Shoe  £19.99
6  Earrings - Krisp £7.99
7  Bracelet - Krisp £14.99

MASERATI AT THE 2019 GOODWOOD REVIVAL 
Yes they were and the top picture on our cover is from that event. This is still at the Fashion For Relief event, but it is worth 
mentioning that as an Automotive Partner of Goodwood Revival, Maserati once again took part in the Earl’s Court Motor 
Show with a display highlighting the history of the V8 Maserati cars and inspired by the marque’s classic 1960s motor show 
stands. Nieves Álvarez the Spanish model and television presenter was there in that fetching cover outfit, but here she is at 
Fashion For Relief. Could we possibly get her look? Our fashion expert has got very creative.

1

2
2

3

4
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A decade after Zombieland became a hit film and a cult classic, the lead cast (Woody 
Harrelson, Jesse Eisenberg, Abigail Breslin, and Emma Stone) have reunited with director 

Ruben Fleischer and the original writers Rhett Reese & Paul Wernick for Zombieland: 
Double Tap. In the sequel, written by Rhett Reese & Paul Wernick and Dave Callaham, 
through comic mayhem that stretches from the White House and the heartland of 

America, these four slayers must face off against the many new kinds of zombies that 
have evolved since the first movie, as well as some new human survivors. But most of 

all, they have to face the growing pains of their own snarky, 
makeshift family. Plus there are Monster Trucks.

Zombies on Film

WATCH 
 IN CINEMAS

18TH OCTOBER

Zombieland

Tap 2...
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Porsche 911 Turbo

Zombieland



DefenderLand

WITH THE ZOMBIE 
POCALYPSE DUE 
ANY MOMENT GET 
YOUR ORDER IN 
FOR A BRAND NEW 
DEFENDER WHICH 
MAKES EVERY 
ENVIROMENT ITS 
OWN... 
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Land Rover Defender

The New Defender will be available in 90 and 110 body designs, with 
up to six seats in the 90 and the option of five, six or 5+2 seating 
in the 110. The model range comprises Defender, S, SE, HSE, First 

Edition and top of the range Defender X models and customers will be 
able to personalise their vehicle in more ways than any previous Land 
Rover with four Accessory Packs. The Explorer, Adventure, Country and 
Urban Packs each give Defender a distinct character with a specially 
selected range of enhancements.  The exclusive First Edition model 
features a unique specification and will be available throughout the first 
model year of production.
   Customers will even be able to opt for a new Satin Protective Film to 
make the exterior paintwork even more durable. The sustainable, solvent-
free and completely recyclable wrap helps protect against everything 
from car park scratches to bramble rash and will be available as a factory-
fit option with Indus Silver, Gondwana Stone and Pangea Green colours, 
providing a unique contemporary finish as it protects new Defender’s 
paintwork.
   In addition to the Accessory Packs, the new Defender is available with 
the widest choice of individual accessories ever assembled for a new Land 
Rover, with everything from a Remote Control Electric Winch, Rooftop 
Tent and Inflatable Waterproof Awnings to more conventional tow bar 
systems and roof racks. 



DefenderLand
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Under the bonnet
 A choice of advanced petrol and cleaner diesel engines ensure new Defender has 
the power, control and efficiency for any environment, while a Plug-in Hybrid Electric 
Vehicle (PHEV) powertrain will join the range next year providing the prospect of 
silentEV-only progress. The petrol line-up comprises a four-cylinder P300 and a 
powerful six-cylinder P400 featuring efficient Mild Hybrid Electric Vehicle technology. 
Alternatively, customers can choose from a pair of four-cylinder diesels – the D200 and 
powerful D240 – both of which deliver fuel economy of 37.2mpg (7.6 l/100km) and CO2 
emissions of 199g/km (NEDC equivalent).

All terrain
Configurable Terrain Response allows experienced off-roaders to fine-tune individual 
vehicle settings to perfectly suit the conditions, while inexperienced drivers can let the 
system detect the most appropriate vehicle settings for the terrain, using the intelligent 
Auto function. The new body provides ground clearance of 291mm and world-class 
off-road geometry, giving the 110 approach, breakover and departure angles of 38, 28 
and 40 degrees (Off Road height) respectively. Its maximum wading depth of 900mm is 
supported by a new Wade programme in the Terrain Response 2 system, which ensures 
drivers can ford deep water with complete confidence. On dry land, Land Rover’s 
advanced ClearSight Ground View technology helps drivers take full advantage of 
Defender’s all-conquering capability by showing the area usually hidden by the bonnet, 
directly ahead of the front wheels, on the central touchscreen.

Big & Practical Inside
 Defender 110 offers five, six or 5+2 seating 
configurations, with a loadspace behind the 
second-row seats of up to 1,075 litres, and as much 
as 2,380-litres when the second row is folded. 
User-friendly features include practical touches 
and advanced technological innovations. Durable 
rubberised flooring with a wipe/brush clean interior.  

21st century technology  
Jaguar Land Rover’s new Pivi Pro infotainment system. The 
next generation touchscreen is more intuitive and user-friendly, 
requiring fewer inputs to perform frequently used tasks, while 
its always-on design guarantees almost instant responses. In 
addition, the new Defender takes Software-Over-The-Air (SOTA) 
technology to a new level, with 14 individual modules capable of 
receiving remote updates. By downloading data while customers 
are asleep at home or in far-flung locations, the new Defender 
will get better with age: as electronic updates cascade down to 
the vehicle immediately, without delay and with no need to visit 
a Land Rover dealer.
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Land Rover Defender

FREE CAR MAG RESPEC TFULLY SUGGEST THAT ALL YOU NEED 
TO ORDER IS THE ADVENTURE PACK, THEN SIT BACK AND 
RELAX AS YOU FIGHT OFF THE ZOMBIE HORDES WITH A SCUFF 
PLATE, MUDFLAPS AND PORTABLE RINSE SYSTEM...
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Standard Defender Interior Specification
- 8-way heated semi-powered front seats
- Carpet mats
- Cross car beam in Light Grey Power Coat
- Standard steering wheel
- Manually adjustable steering column
- Standard treadplates
- Light Oyster Morzine headlining
- Sunvisors with illuminated vanity mirrors
- Auto-dimming interior rear view mirror
- Cabin lighting
- Cabin walk-through
- Two-zone climate control
- Loadspace cover
- Rear ISOFIX
- Twin front cup holder
- 90: 40:20:40 fixed rear seats
- 110: 40:20:40 folding rear seats

Choose Your Model
Defender 110 starts from £45,240 on the road available to order immediately.  Defender 
90 and Commercial pricing and deliveries will be confirmed at a later date. Defender 
90 guide price will be around £40,000 with Defender Commercial guide pricing from 

Standard Exterior Specification
 • Body colour roof • No badge • Heated windscreen
• Heated electric powerfold door mirrors with 
approach lights and auto-dimming • Automatic 
headlights and rain sensing wipers • LED headlights
• LED tail lights • 18” Steel wheel • 18” full size 
spare wheel • All season tyres • Puddle lights • 110: 
Signature graphic • Automatic Headlight Levelling

New Defender Prices  
 2.0L SD4 200HP DIESEL  
D200 Defender 110 £45,240.00
D200 S 110  £48,695.00
D200 SE 110  £52,625.00

2.0L SD4 240HP DIESEL  
D240 Defender 110 -
D240 S 110  £51,750.00
D240 SE 110  £55,680.00
D240 HSE 110  £60,505.00

D240 First Edition 110 £58,860.00

2.0L Si4 300HP PETROL  
P300 Defender 110 £48,295.00
P300 S 110  £51,750.00
P300 SE 110  £55,680.00

3.0L i6 400HP PETROL 
P400 X 110  £78,800.00
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Arkonik Renegade

Renegade vsThe Zombies 
        A Defender 110 reimagined by their customer and built by Arkonik

     For those who want to go all old school on those pesky Zombies 
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ENGLISH BUILT 
AND HAND 

ASSEMBLED 
ARKONIK.COM

EXTERIOR SPEC - CORRIS GREY BODY WITH JAVA BLACK ROOF, 
PUMA BONNET & WIDEBOY WHEEL ARCHES | LAND ROVER DE-
FENDER A-FRAME NUDGE BAR WITH LED SPOTLIGHTS | TWIN-CAT 
LED HEADLIGHTS | KBX GRILLE & WING-TOP VENTS | JAVA BLACK 
CHEQUER PLATE | SAFETY DEVICES ROLL CAGE WITH BASKET 
ROOF RACK AND X4 SPOTLIGHTS | RAPTOR-COATED MACH 5 16” 
ALLOYS WITH BEAD LOCKS | BFGOODRICH® AT KO2 TYRES | EB-
ONY FIRE & ICE SIDE STEPS | RAPTOR-COATED STEERING & FRONT 
DIFFERENTIAL GUARD | REAR LED WORK LAMP |NAS REAR STEP 

INTERIOR SPEC - BLACK SUPER SOFT LEATHER TRIM BY RUSKIN 
INSIDE™ | HEATED ELITE SPORTS SEATS WITH CENTRE LOCK BOX 
| 3 PREMIUM HIGH BACK HEATED CENTRE ROW SEATS | MATCH-
ING LEATHER DOOR CARDS | 2 LOCK & FOLD FORWARD FACING 
SEATS IN LOAD AREA | BLACK SUEDE HEADLINING | ARKON X 
BLACK LEATHER STEERING WHEEL | BRUSHED ALLOY GEAR KNOBS 
| ALLOY GAUGE SURROUNDS & DOOR FURNITURE | HEATED WIND-
SCREEN & WING MIRRORS | ICE WHITE LED LIGHTING PACKAGE | 
PIONEER® PREMIUM SOUND SYSTEM WITH APPLE® CARPLAY & 
REVERSING CAMERA | AIR CONDITIONING
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Fiat Panda

Find a Trussardi     
If you want to tackle the Zombie problem, but in some style then this 

luxurious Panda with an attitude is the way to do it, especially as it 
is available with all-wheel drive to get out of town and be ready for 

anything, especially Zombies.
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Porsche 911 Turbo
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https://pbs.twimg.com/profile_imag-
es/874276197357596672/kUuht00m_400x400.

jpg

Have your say            @freecarmag1

MULLINER 
CONNECTION

The Mulliner name has 
been intertwined with 

coachbuilding since 1760, 
when Francis Mulliner was 

commissioned to build 
carriages for the Royal 
Mail. The 1923 Olympia 
Show in London saw the 

first collaboration between 
Robert’s son H.J. Mulliner 
and Bentley – a bespoke 

3½-litre. The link between 
the two companies was 
formalised in 1959, with 
Mulliner becoming an 
official part of Bentley.

Today, the Mulliner 
workshop is based at the 

home of Bentley in Crewe, 
where customers can 

personalise their own cars 
through collaboration with 

master designers and 
engineers. Their most 
recent triumph is the 

complete recreation of the 
1939 Bentley Corniche – a 
Bentley concept car of the 
era, once thought lost to 
history, but now reborn 
thanks to the extensive 

and diverse range of skills 
present in Mulliner’s team 
of Master Craftsmen and 

Craftswomen.
Britain’th the new 

Back-Seat Driver

Blower Bentley Reborn
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mini 60

MINI 60

CLASSIC ELECTRIC MINI IN NEW YORK 



( 	 	Benefit	from	up	to	40%	savings	 
on	your	repairs.

( 	 	 ur	technicians	monitor	specialist	
workshops	ensuring	 uality	work	is	
carried	out.

( 	 	 ocal	workshops	near	you,	with	 0,000	
across	the	 .

( 	 	No	waiting	time,	your	car	is	collected	 
and	delivered	back	to	you	once	complete.

A car repair
that works 
har er for you

W A R R A N T Y  I  S E R V I C E  I  M O T  I  R E P A I R S  I  G A P  I  T Y R E S

Duncan McClure Fisher
Founder and CEO

Get an instant quote and save more at motoreasy.com

At motoreasy, we want to save you time,  
money and hassle, allowing you to enjoy  

the better things in your life.

Your car repairs	with	motoreasy	looks	like	this

Relax	-	with	all	of	your	car	hassles	taken	care	of,	what will you do?



Get an instant quote and save more at motoreasy.com

( 	 	Benefit	from	up	to	40%	savings	 
on an MOT.

( 	 	All	work	monitored	by	our	personal	
technicians

( 	 	24/7	booking	facility.
( 	 	No	waiting	time,	your	car	is	

collected and delivered back to you 
once	complete.

At motoreasy, we want to save you time,  
money and hassle, allowing you to enjoy  

the better things in your life.
Your car MOT with motoreasy looks like this:

Relax	-	with	all	of	your	car	hassles	taken	care	of,	what will you do?

An MOT  
that improves 
family time

W A R R A N T Y  I  S E R V I C E  I  M O T  I  R E P A I R S  I  G A P  I  T Y R E S

Duncan McClure Fisher
Founder and CEO



TV
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INSPIRED BY EVOQUE

Classic Restoration

CENTREPOINT 

Following a request from 
renowned architects MICA, 
Cropredy Bridge Cars are 
delighted to play in a part in the 
next chapter of a sensational 
London building.

Picture: Andy Stagg/MICA Architects
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GIZELLE RENEE  £128+ VIOFO A129 DUO £129.99 HOW TO BE A F1  ONE CHAMP 
RICHARD PORTER £9.99

Monaco
Limited Edition 

Wanted
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Buy Now 

CONTINENTAL GT

ORDER:NOW
FROM:

£148,800
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VOLKSWAGEN PASSAT GTE 

MITSUBISHI ASX

 AVAILABLE  
NOW

FROM:

£37,920

ESTATE

AVAILABLE:
NOW

FROM:
£20,295



FINALLY WINTER!

TYRES

High-end winter tyre generation with state-of-the-art technology. ‘Miura-Ori’
3D sipe technology, 4D nano design compound and micro-optimised stiffening
of the tread blocks combine satisfying winter characteristics with low noise and
outstanding performance in wet conditions.

www.falkentyres.co.uk

EUROWINTER I HS01

23480-anzeige-hs01-free-car-mag-220x280-en.indd   1 26.10.18   15:35

Our Porsche Cayenne wears Falkens
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High-end winter tyre generation with state-of-the-art technology. ‘Miura-Ori’
3D sipe technology, 4D nano design compound and micro-optimised stiffening
of the tread blocks combine satisfying winter characteristics with low noise and
outstanding performance in wet conditions.

www.falkentyres.co.uk

EUROWINTER I HS01

23480-anzeige-hs01-free-car-mag-220x280-en.indd   1 26.10.18   15:35



Cars on TV
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WATCH ON 
INSIGHT TV 

NOW
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Free Car Mag put a few questions to Globe-trotting social 
influencer and super car fanatic, Alex Hirschi – 

aka Supercar Blondie. She is the star of a new television 
series, Car Crews with Supercar Blondie, which celebrates 

the most unusual cars, drivers and 
motoring cultures in America.
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FCM 77
Next Time

FREECARMAG.COM
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 Blonde 
AMBITION

POWERED BY

MOTOR ING  MADE  EASY

SHORTLISTED  
FOR NEWSPRESS 

MAGAZINE  
OF THE YEAR

RUSSELL CROWE & RYAN 
GOSLING GO BACK TO 1977

FOOTBALLER’S DRIVES

ZLATAN – THE VOLVO MOVIE

INSIDE THE REMARKABLE  
MARILYN MONROE: THE LEGACY  

OF A LEGEND EXHIBITION



flyscreenqueen.co.uk
01760 441423

folding roller sliding and chain  
screens for doors and windows for home  

and business, diy kits only 

fcm_flyscreenqueen_advert.indd   1 02/03/2015   22:57


